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Defender has everything you’ll need to weather the storm. Our equipment checklist can help save time and 
make your shopping more efficient. Click to shop highlighted items and print out this list to be ready for 

upcoming storms. We hope you have a safe, fun season.

STORM PREPARATION EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST

EQUIPMENT

 ❏ Anchors & Sea Anchors

 ❏ Bilge Alarms

 ❏ Bilge Pumps, Strainers & Switches

 ❏ Bungee Straps

 ❏ Chafe Gear

 ❏ Electrical: Tools, Testers & Tape

 ❏ Fenders

 ❏ First Aid

 ❏ Flashlight batteries

 ❏ Flashlights & Headlamps

 ❏ Foul Weather Gear

 ❏ Harnesses & Tethers

 ❏ Hooks & Snubbers

 ❏ Jump Packs

 ❏ Life Jackets & PFDs

 ❏ Life Jackets: Re-arm Kits

 ❏ Life Rafts

 ❏ Lines: Bulk, Anchor & Dock

 ❏ Lines: Floating & Utility

 ❏ Lines: Pre-Made, Anchor

 ❏ Lines: Pre-Made, Dock

 ❏ Marine Batteries

 ❏ Mooring Chain

 ❏ Mooring Pendants

 ❏ Plugs: Emergency

 ❏ Portable Fuel Tanks

 ❏ Shackles: Anchor & Mooring

 ❏ Spotlights

 ❏ Swivels

 ❏ Tape: Repair & Duct

 ❏ Tarps & Covers

 ❏ Tie Downs: Ratcheting

 ❏ Tool Kit: Emergency

Visit defender.com/storm-prep.jsp  
for the products you’ll need  
before and after the storm.
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Preparing for a severe storm, or the possibility of one, is critical when it comes to protecting people, pets, and 
property. This applies to people whose boats are at a dock, on a mooring, at anchor, or on the hard. Please 
consider the following general list of “To-Do” items as a starting point for you and add to this list any items 
that meet your specific needs. 

During a severe storm the safest place for people and pets is off the vessel and at a safe location on shore. 
The same holds true for your boat. Having you boat on the hard can significantly reduce the likelihood of your 
vessel floating away or sinking, along with it being damaged by objects in the water (including other boats) 
striking your vessel. Having your boat on the hard is not risk free so you will need to evaluate the risks in 
your specific situation. Familiarize yourself with your insurance policy – it might include special provisions for 
named storms.

If your vessel will remain in the water, selecting a safe location to anchor or grab a mooring will help protect 
it. Keep in mind this will require preplanning and early execution because you will not be the only person 
with this same idea.

Below is a list of tasks that will help you keep your boat as safe as possible during a storm and should be 
executed far enough in advance that you have time to obtain any products that you find you need to replace 
or add to your vessel.

STORM PREPARATION TO-DO CHECKLIST

 ❏ Remove all gear above deck that you can 
remove. Secure any gear that cannot be 
removed

 ❏ Remove all attached sails from the boat. If 
that is not feasible or practical, wrap the sails 
with lines or extra sail ties to prevent them 
from opening or unfurling during the storm

 ❏ Secure all halyards

 ❏ Remove dodgers, biminis, sun shades and 
flags. Stow them below or on land

 ❏ Charge your batteries and replace or add 
more if necessary 

 ❏ Add fenders to your boat where it is exposed 
to potential damage

 ❏ Check your dock lines – Remember to 
account for tidal changes when tying to 
fixed docks

 ❏ Add additional dock lines of the correct size. 
Bigger is not better. More lines are better

 ❏ Replace worn lines with new ones

 ❏ Add/install chafe gear and/or snubbers

Moorings:

 ❏ Check with harbormaster to make sure 
your boat can remain on the mooring 
for the storm

 ❏ Check the underwater gear (chains, 
shackles, swivel, mooring)

 ❏ Add additional mooring pennants and 
spread the load to different cleats

 ❏ Add/install chafe gear

The bilge:

 ❏ Check the bilge pumps and switches to 
make sure they work properly
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 ❏ Make sure the strainers for the pumps are 
clean

 ❏ Remove debris from the bilge that may clog 
pumps and strainers

 ❏ Make sure your overboard discharge hoses 
are securely attached and in good shape

 ❏ Add additional pump(s) if necessary

 ❏ Close thru-hull fittings, except those used for 
bilge pumps, and plug exhaust ports

 ❏ Clear deck drains and scuppers

 ❏ Check the mast base, wedges, and boot 

 ❏ If you are on the hard or a trailer, remove the 
bilge plug so water can drain and your boat 
doesn’t “sink on land”

 ❏ Secure and seal hatches, ports, vents, and 
companionway

 ❏ Check fuel level

 ❏ Photograph the interior and exterior of the 
boat along with equipment on board the 
vessel

 ❏ Update your inventory list of equipment on 
board

 ❏ Remove anything you feel is irreplaceable

 ❏ Remove all important paperwork, including 
insurance information

 ❏ Other _____________________________

 __________________________________

 __________________________________

 __________________________________

 __________________________________

Visit defender.com/storm-prep.jsp  
for the products you’ll need  
before and after the storm.
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